Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Mathematical models describing infectious diseases have an important role both in theory and practice (see, for example, \[[@CR6]--[@CR8], [@CR18], [@CR34]\]). The construction and analysis of models of this type can help us understand the mechanism of the transmission as well as characteristics of diseases, and therefore, we can propose effective strategies to predict, prevent, and restrain diseases, as well as to protect population health. Up to now, many mathematical models for infectious diseases formulated by differential equations have been constructed and analyzed to study the spreading of viruses, for instance, \[[@CR6]--[@CR8], [@CR18], [@CR34]\]. Recently, mathematical models for COVID-19 epidemic have attracted the attention of many mathematicians, biologists, epidemiologists, pharmacists, chemists with many notable and important results (see, for instance, \[[@CR1], [@CR5], [@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR19], [@CR23], [@CR26], [@CR28]--[@CR30], [@CR33], [@CR35], [@CR36]\] and references therein). This can be considered an effective approach to study, simulate, and predict the mechanism and transmission of COVID-19.

Motivated by the above reason, in this work, we formulate and analyze a new mathematical model for COVID-19 epidemic. This model is described by a system of fractional-order differential equations model and includes five classes, namely, *S* (susceptible class), *E* (exposed class), *I* (infected class), *Q* (isolated class), and *R* (recovered class). This model is a generalization of a well-known ODE model formulated in \[[@CR35]\]. In the proposed fractional-order model, we use the Caputo fractional derivative instead of the integer-order one because when modeling processes and phenomena arising in the real world, fractional-order models are more accurate than integer-order ones. In particular, fractional-order models provide more degrees of freedom in the model while an unlimited memory is also guaranteed in contrast to integer-models with limited memory \[[@CR11], [@CR24], [@CR27]\].

Our main aim is to study the dynamics and numerical approximations for the proposed fractional-order model. Firstly, the positivity and boundedness of the model are investigated based on standard techniques of mathematical analysis. Secondly, the basic reproduction number of the model is calculated by using the next generation matrix approach. Then, asymptotic stability of the model is investigated based on the Lyapunov stability theorem for fractional dynamical systems. Lastly, we apply the adaptive predictor--corrector algorithm and fourth-order Runge--Kutta (RK4) method formulated in \[[@CR20]\] to simulate the proposed model. Consequently, a set of numerical simulations is performed to support the validity of the theoretical results. The numerical simulations indicate that there is a good agreement between theoretical results and numerical ones.

This work is organized as follows. The fractional-order differential model is formulated in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Dynamics of the model is investigated in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. Numerical simulations by the adaptive predictor--corrector algorithm are performed in Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}. The last section present some remarks, conclusions, and discussions.

Model formulation {#Sec2}
=================

The total population is divided into five compartments: susceptible (*S*), exposed (*E*), infected (*I*), isolated (*Q*), and recovered (*R*) from the disease. We assume that all the classes are normalized. This leads to the mathematical model formulation in which the interaction of the exposed population and infected population is linked to the susceptible population. In this model, we assume that the natural death rate includes the disease death rate. When there is no symptom of the disease, the exposed class moves with a certain rate to the isolated class, but in the case when symptoms are developed, it moves to the infected class. Keeping in mind the above assumptions, we obtain the following ODE model (see \[[@CR35]\]): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &\frac{dS(t)}{dt}= \varLambda -\mu S(t)-\beta S(t) \bigl(E(t)+I(t) \bigr), \\ &\frac{dE(t)}{dt}=\beta S(t) \bigl(E(t)+I(t) \bigr)-\pi E(t)-(\mu + \gamma )E(t), \\ &\frac{dI(t)}{dt}=\pi E(t)-\sigma I(t)-\mu I(t), \\ &\frac{dQ(t)}{dt}=\gamma E(t)+\sigma I(t)-\theta Q(t)-\mu Q(t), \\ &\frac{dR(t)}{dt}=\theta Q(t)-\mu R(t), \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ where the parameters and variables used are described in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1Parameters in the modelSymbolsDescription*S*Susceptible population*E*Exposed population*I*Infected Population*Q*Isolated population*R*Recovered population*Λ* = *μN*Recruitment rate*β*Rate at which susceptible move to infected and exposed class*π*Rate at which exposed population moves to infected one*γ*Rate at which exposed people become isolated*σ*Rate at which infected people are added to isolated individuals*θ*Rate at which isolated persons become recovered*μ*Natural death rate plus disease related death rate
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To include into the model ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) the past history or hereditary properties, we replace the first derivative by the Caputo fractional derivative. More precisely, we propose the following system of fractional differential equations: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }S= \varLambda ^{\alpha } - \mu ^{ \alpha } S -\beta ^{\alpha } S (E + I ), \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }E= \beta ^{\alpha } S (E + I )- \pi ^{ \alpha } E -\bigl(\mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }\bigr)E, \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }I= \pi ^{\alpha } E - \sigma ^{\alpha } I - \mu ^{ \alpha } I, \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }Q= \gamma ^{\alpha } E + \sigma ^{\alpha } I - \theta ^{\alpha } Q - \mu ^{\alpha } Q, \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }R=\theta ^{\alpha } Q(t)-\mu ^{\alpha } R(t), \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }$\end{document}$ denotes the fractional derivative in the Caputo sense. We refer the readers to \[[@CR2]--[@CR4], [@CR10], [@CR25]\] for the definition of the fractional Caputo derivative.

Dynamics of the fractional-order model {#Sec3}
======================================

Positivity and boundedness {#Sec4}
--------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathbb{R}^{4}_{+} = \bigl\{ (S, E, I, Q)| S, E, I, Q \geq 0 \bigr\} . $$\end{document}$$ The following theorem is proved by using a generalized mean value theorem \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] and a fractional comparison principle \[[@CR16], Lemma 10\].

### Theorem 1 {#FPar1}

(Positivity and boundedness)
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                \begin{document}$(S_{0}, E_{0}, I_{0}, Q_{0})$\end{document}$*be any initial data belonging to* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$(S(t), E(t), I(t), Q(t) )$\end{document}$*be the solution corresponding to the initial data*. *Then*, *the set* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathbb{R}^{4}_{+}$\end{document}$*is a positively invariant set of the model* ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). *Furthermore*, *we have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &\limsup_{t \to \infty }S(t) \leq S_{\infty } := \frac{\varLambda ^{\alpha }}{\mu ^{\alpha }}, \\ &\limsup_{t \to \infty }E(t) \leq E_{\infty } := \frac{\varLambda ^{\alpha }}{\pi ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }}, \\ &\limsup_{t \to \infty }I(t) \leq I_{\infty } := \frac{\pi ^{\alpha }E_{\infty }}{\sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }}, \\ &\limsup_{t \to \infty }Q(t) \leq Q_{\infty } := \frac{\gamma ^{\alpha }E_{\infty } + \sigma ^{\alpha }I_{\infty }}{\delta ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }}, \\ &\limsup_{t \to \infty }R(t) \leq \frac{\theta ^{\alpha }}{\mu ^{\alpha }}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$

### Proof {#FPar2}

First, it is easy to prove the existence and unique of solutions of the model thanks to results proved in \[[@CR17]\].

For the model ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }S |_{S = 0}= \varLambda ^{\alpha } > 0, \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }E |_{E = 0}= \beta ^{\alpha } SI \geq 0, \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }I |_{I = 0}= \pi ^{\alpha } E \geq 0, \\ &{}_{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }Q |_{Q = 0}= \gamma ^{\alpha } E + \sigma ^{ \alpha } I \geq 0. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ By ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) and the generalized mean value theorem \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\], we deduce that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the first equation of the system ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ _{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }S \leq \varLambda ^{\alpha } - \mu ^{\alpha } S. $$\end{document}$$ By using the fractional comparison principle, we have the first estimate of ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

From the second equation of the system ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ _{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }(S + E) \leq \varLambda ^{\alpha } - \mu ^{\alpha } S - \pi ^{\alpha } E - \bigl(\mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }\bigr)E, $$\end{document}$$ which implies that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \limsup_{t \to \infty } \bigl(S(t) + E(t) \bigr) \leq E_{\infty }. $$\end{document}$$ Consequently, we have the second estimate of ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

From the third equation of the system ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ _{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }I \leq \pi ^{\alpha } E_{\infty } - \sigma ^{ \alpha } I - \mu ^{\alpha } I $$\end{document}$$ for *t* large enough. This implies the third estimate of ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

From the fourth equation of the system ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ _{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }Q \leq \gamma ^{\alpha } E_{\infty } + \sigma ^{ \alpha } I_{\infty } - \theta ^{\alpha } Q - \mu ^{\alpha } Q, $$\end{document}$$ for *t* large enough. From this we get the fourth estimate of ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

Finally, the fifth equation of ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) implies that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ _{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }R \leq \theta ^{\alpha } Q_{\infty } - \mu ^{ \alpha }R, $$\end{document}$$ which implies the fifth estimate of ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}). The proof is complete. □

Equilibria and the reproduction number {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------

Firstly, to find equilibria of the model ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we consider the following algebraic system: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &\varLambda ^{\alpha } - \mu ^{\alpha } S -\beta ^{\alpha } S (E + I ) = 0, \\ &\beta ^{\alpha } S (E + I )- \pi ^{\alpha } E -\bigl(\mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }\bigr)E = 0, \\ &\pi ^{\alpha } E - \sigma ^{\alpha } I - \mu ^{\alpha } I = 0, \\ &\gamma ^{\alpha } E + \sigma ^{\alpha } I - \theta ^{\alpha } Q - \mu ^{ \alpha } Q = 0, \\ &\theta ^{\alpha } Q -\mu ^{\alpha } R = 0. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ By some algebraic manipulations, we obtain two solutions of the system ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) that are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ S_{0} = \frac{\varLambda ^{\alpha }}{\mu ^{\alpha }}, \qquad E_{0} = 0,\qquad I_{0} = 0,\qquad E_{0} = 0,\qquad R_{0} = 0, $$\end{document}$$ and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &S^{*} = \frac{\varLambda ^{\alpha } - (\pi ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha })E^{*}}{\mu ^{\alpha }},\qquad I^{*} = \frac{\pi ^{\alpha }}{\sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }}E^{*}, \\ & Q^{*} = \frac{\gamma ^{\alpha }E^{*} + \sigma ^{\alpha }I^{*}}{\theta ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }}, \\ &E^{*} = \frac{\beta ^{\alpha }\varLambda ^{\alpha }(\pi ^{\alpha } + \sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }) - \mu ^{\alpha }(\mu ^{\alpha } + \sigma ^{\alpha })(\pi ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha })}{\beta ^{\alpha }(\pi ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha })(\pi ^{\alpha } + \sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha })},\qquad R^{*} = \frac{\theta ^{\alpha }Q^{*}}{\mu ^{\alpha }}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \beta ^{\alpha }\varLambda ^{\alpha }\bigl(\pi ^{\alpha } + \sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }\bigr) - \mu ^{\alpha }\bigl( \mu ^{\alpha } + \sigma ^{\alpha }\bigr) \bigl(\pi ^{ \alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }\bigr) > 0. $$\end{document}$$ We now compute the reproduction number of the model ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) by using the next generation matrix approach developed by van den Driessche and Watmough \[[@CR31]\]. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ _{0}^{C}D_{t}^{\alpha }x = \mathcal{F}(x) - \mathcal{V}(x), $$\end{document}$$ where $$\mathcal{F}(x) = \begin{pmatrix}
{\beta^{\alpha}S(E + I)} \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
\end{pmatrix},\qquad\mathcal{V}(x) = \begin{pmatrix}
{\pi^{\alpha}E + (\mu^{\alpha} + \gamma^{\alpha})E} \\
{- \pi^{\alpha}E + \sigma^{\alpha}I + \mu^{\alpha}I} \\
{- \gamma^{\alpha}E - \sigma^{\alpha}I + \theta^{\alpha}Q + \mu^{\alpha}Q} \\
{- \theta^{\alpha}Q + \mu^{\alpha}R} \\
{- \Lambda^{\alpha} + \mu^{\alpha}S + \beta^{\alpha}S(E + I)} \\
\end{pmatrix}.$$ Hence, the reproduction number of the model ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) can be determined by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar3}

(Equilibria)

*The model* ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) *always possesses a disease*-*free equilibrium* (*DFE*) *point* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$F_{0} = (S_{0}, E_{0}, I_{0}, Q_{0}, R_{0})$\end{document}$*given by* ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) *for all values of the parameters*. *Moreover*, *the model has a unique disease endemic equilibrium point* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Stability analysis {#Sec6}
------------------

### Theorem 3 {#FPar4}

*The DFE point of the model* ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) *is locally asymptotically stable if* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar5}

The Jacobian matrix of the model ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) at the DFE point is $$J(F_{0}) = \begin{pmatrix}
{- \mu^{\alpha}} & {- \beta^{\alpha}S_{0}} & {- \beta^{\alpha}S_{0}} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & {\beta^{\alpha}S_{0} - (\pi^{\alpha} + \mu^{\alpha} + \gamma^{\alpha})} & {\beta^{\alpha}S_{0}} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \pi^{\alpha} & {- (\sigma^{\alpha} + \mu^{\alpha})} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \gamma^{\alpha} & \sigma^{\alpha} & {- (\theta^{\alpha} + \mu^{\alpha})} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \theta^{\alpha} & {- \mu^{\alpha}} \\
\end{pmatrix}.$$ The characteristic polynomial of *J* is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &\tau _{1}= - \bigl[\beta S_{0} - \bigl(\pi ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{ \alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }\bigr) - \bigl(\sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } \bigr) \bigr], \\ &\tau _{2}= \bigl(\pi ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha } + \gamma ^{\alpha }\bigr) \bigl( \sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }\bigr) - \beta ^{\alpha }S_{0}\bigl(\pi ^{\alpha } + \sigma ^{\alpha } + \mu ^{\alpha }\bigr). \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ It is easy to verify that if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now prove the uniform asymptotical stability of the DFE point of the model ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) by using the Lyapunov stability theorem \[[@CR12], Theorem 3.1\].

### Theorem 4 {#FPar6}
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### Proof {#FPar7}
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### Remark 1 {#FPar8}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal{R}_{0} < 1$\end{document}$ to find an effective strategy to prevent the disease.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Theorem [3](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} suggests that we should control the parameters such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical simulations by the adaptive predictor--corrector algorithm {#Sec8}
====================================================================

The adaptive predictor--corrector algorithm {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------

In this section we review the method that is proposed by \[[@CR20]\]. The proposed algorithm is given as follows. Consider the initial value problem (IVP) governed by: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, if we use the trapezoidal quadrature rule with respect to the weight function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, substituting the above approximations into Eq. ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}), we obtain the corrector formula for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Implementation with numerical simulation {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------
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Remarks and conclusions {#Sec11}
=======================

In this paper, we have formulated and analyzed a new mathematical model for COVID-19 epidemic. The model is described by a system of fractional-order differential equations and includes five classes, namely, *S* (susceptible class), *E* (exposed class), *I* (infected class), *Q* (isolated class), and *R* (recovered class). It should be emphasized that the model is a generalization of our recent work proposed in \[[@CR35]\].

Firstly, the positivity, boundedness, and stability of the model have been established. Furthermore, the basic reproduction number of the model has been calculated by using the next generation matrix approach. Lastly, we have applied the adaptive predictor--corrector algorithm and fourth-order Runge--Kutta (RK4) method to simulate the proposed model. A set of numerical simulations has been performed to support the validity of the theoretical results. The numerical simulations indicate that there is a good agreement between theoretical results and numerical ones.

In the near future, we will extend the results in this work to propose new mathematical models for COVID-19 epidemic. Especially, effective strategies to control and prevent the disease will be investigated.
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